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What’s Hot in Fashion Jewelry

Turquoise jewelry is making a comeback in all parts of the fashion world. Runway models sport the ancient
stone especially as large chunky beads, earrings or large rings

April 9, 2010 - PRLog -- Turquoise jewelry is making a comeback in all parts of the fashion world.
Runway models sport the ancient stone especially as large chunky beads, earrings or large rings, everyday
working women can be seen on subways and walking around town accessorizing with turquoise jewelry.
Turquoise may have deep rooted history as an ancient spiritual stone, but it is hot and in fashion now.
http://www.hibeads.com  
Not all toe rings that are trendy are flashy with the mystic fire topaz stone. Many of them are very simple,
most of them a silver band that could be worn by either men or women. One way to jazz-up your jewelry is
to create an ankle bracelet that attaches to your toe ring with woven hemp. Take hemp string and with a
simple knotting pattern, place a decorative bead every fourth knot or so, like a piece of turquoise jewelry
would complement your silver toe ring, and have the string break off into two separate strings. Now you
have one string that becomes a loop to go around your big toe and the rest of the ankle bracelet ties around
your ankle. Now you have a lovely hemp ankle bracelet with turquoise jewelry matching your silver toe
rings.
Maybe hemp string is a little too much like hippy fashion and you want something with a little more class
that you can wear with a silk dress and a pair of jeans. A silver link bracelet is much more delicate and is
the piece to wear with just about everything. If you are looking for hot style and fashion, the silver link
bracelet never goes out of style. A silver link bracelet is found in almost every country. Go to Europe, Asia
or the Middle East, and you will find silver link bracelets and necklaces. Silver never goes out of fashion
because it goes with everything and adds a little bit of shine as well.
Maybe you are thinking that link silver bracelets, are nice and yes, there is an appropriate time and place for
hemp, but you are more interested in that crazy mystic topaz ring, well you are in luck. You don’t have to
travel all the way to L.A. to stand in line at a designer store. You can find these candy-store-like gems
online. Many places do sell this hot piece of fashion for a reasonable price. You can also find hemp online
too, but you know that deep in your heart if you were to purchase hemp online, you are doing some hippy
kid a disservice by buying a manufactured ankle bracelet that should have been handmade.
All that turquoise jewelry that was passed down to you from your great aunt is now hot fashion! Interweave
pieces of the turquoise with your new mystic fire topaz stone and you suddenly have the hottest ankle
bracelet on the block! Now, according to celebrity magazines, it is also hot fashion to match your hand held
puppy. Time to get to work! Make a second dog collar with turquoise jewelry! 
Jewelry is all about personal expression. So if all this hot fashion jewelry is not you- you will only look
worse if you are wearing it for someone else and not yourself. Go beyond L.A. style if that is who you are
and create your own style. Self expression is never out of style.

About the author: Melissa Peterman is a web content specialist for Innuity. For information about silver
link bracelets, ankle bracelets or turquoise jewelry go to http://www.hibeads.com.

# # #

Established in 1998, Golden Stone Jewelry Co.,LTD . wholesale various kinds of natural gemstone beads,
semiprecious stone beads, pearls, mother of pearls, rough gemstones and mineral specimens. As one of the
biggest wholesaler in china, we have our own digging area, pearl farm and manufactory in Hubei, Zhejiang,
Jiangxi province. Through years' of business dealing, we have won the long-established confidence among
the clients from various countries. 
our jewelry online shop: http://www.hibeads.com
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